NOW THERE'S A NATURAL CHOICE FOR YOUR NEXT ROOF.

Introducing the system of choice for those who plan to move forward with green roofing options like vegetative or PV systems. Firestone's comprehensive limited warranty keeps your new EPDM or TPO roof “enviro-ready” for responsible upgrades for up to 7 years after initial installation, so you can go green in a way that matches your needs and your budget. Find out more about how Firestone can help you green light your next project with confidence by calling 1-800-428-4511.

Firestone
BUILDING PRODUCTS
NOBODY COVERS YOU BETTER™
www.firestonebpc.com
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Lets in what you want in. Keeps out what you want out.

Learn more: 800-871-9918 or POSSIBILITIESBEGIN.COM/ENERGY.
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Not All Rigid Insulation Board Is Created Equal: Weigh The Options Before You Buy

FOAMULAR® Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) insulation by Owens Corning meets the requirements of changing building codes and green building mandates, is highly versatile, extremely moisture resistant, and offers outstanding energy efficiency.

Saving Energy By Preventing Energy Loss

FOAMULAR® XPS insulation provides the highest level of defense against energy loss in residential and commercial applications. In fact, FOAMULAR® XPS insulation is guaranteed to maintain 90% of the advertised R-value for 20 years.* Many other types of foam insulation cite high R-values per inch; however, many of these claims are inflated when projected over the life of the foam.

The Best Choice For Above-Grade Sheathing

FOAMULAR® XPS insulation creates a continuous, protective thermal envelope around the entire building perimeter, reducing energy loss due to thermal bridging through wood or metal framing or steel fasteners. Using FOAMULAR® XPS insulation can satisfy energy codes such as ASHRAE 90.1** and contributes to achieving LEED® credits.

Why XPS Is Simply Better

Not every rigid insulation board is built the same. Differences in the manufacturing processes create dramatically different board structures and performance. Compare the leading options:

• Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) (shown, bottom left): A collection of thermoplastic beads pressed together under heat and pressure. EPS has air spaces between its beads, allowing water and air to penetrate, lowering its R-value.

• Polyisocyanurate (ISO) (shown, bottom center): A thermoset plastic manufactured in a lamination process using liquid that expands between facing materials. These facing materials may de-laminate and cause installation and durability problems. Its cell structure is irregular and more open, resulting in higher water absorption and lowering its R-value.

• Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) (shown, bottom right): A durable, thermoplastic polystyrene board with a homogenous cross section, resulting in very low water absorption, delivering long-term thermal performance. XPS lacks individual beads like EPS that can fall apart and is not brittle, nor dependent upon facers like ISO.

FOAMULAR® XPS insulation offers sound insulation solutions through a manufacturer committed to providing more energy-efficient, environmentally conscious products. And to help streamline availability and increase efficiency, Owens Corning has strategically placed plants across the nation.

For more information, visit www.owenscorningfoam.com or call 1-800-GET-PINK™.

*See actual warranty for details.
LEED is a registered trademark of the U.S. Green Building Council.
The color PINK is a registered trademark of Owens Corning. ©2009 Owens Corning.
You wouldn't design a building with 23% of your walls left open, but if you're not accounting for thermal bridging that's essentially what you're doing. That's why it's important to spec Owens Corning FOAMULAR® insulation for above-grade sheathing. FOAMULAR® insulation not only satisfies ASHRAE 90.1 by reducing energy loss caused by thermal bridging, it also has an incredibly high resistance to water absorption. And unlike competing types of rigid insulation, FOAMULAR® insulation maintains 90 percent of its R-value for 20 years! So your walls won't just be built energy efficient, they'll stay energy efficient.

To learn more about how FOAMULAR® insulation can reduce the effects of thermal bridging, go to owenscorningfoam.com or call 1-800-GET-PINK.*
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*ASHRAE 90.1; American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 1791 Tullie Circle, N. E., Atlanta, GA 30329. **Competing types of rigid insulation include Expanded Polystyrene and Polyisocyanurate. See actual warranty for details. The color PINK is a registered trademark of Owens Corning. ©2009 Owens Corning.
the ELEMENTS are SIMPLE...

GREEN WALLS

An infrared photo on a 94° day registers temperature differences of radiating surfaces and a greenscreen® green wall on the Metro Light Rail, Phoenix, AZ

SHADE

deh the POSSIBILITIES are ENDLESS!
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CertainTeed's fiberglass ceilings are uniquely constructed to reduce noise in ways other materials simply can't match.

Their high NRC means sound energy is better absorbed, leaving just quiet comfort behind...

And our fiberglass ceilings offer great sustainability, with natural moisture resistance for a more durable, no-sag ceiling panel. But best of all, the manufacturing process for fiberglass produces 40% or less carbon emissions per square foot of ceiling tile than mineral fiber.

WE KNOW QUIET.

Discover CertainQuiet™ with CertainTeed Ceilings.

800-233-8990 • certainteed.com

EXTERIOR: ROOFING • SIDING • WINDOWS • FENCE • RAILING • TRIM • DECKING • FOUNDATIONS • PIPE
INTERIOR: INSULATION • GYPSUM • CEILINGS
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ARCHITECT's Web site is laying the infrastructure for a premier online experience for practicing architects. We assemble the site, you critique the content. Portfolio channel, jury of your peers, a searchable database—all developed to facilitate a little friendly competition. To learn more, visit architectmagazine.com.

DISCLOSURE ARCHITECT® will occasionally write about companies in which its parent organization, Hanley Wood, LLC, has an investment interest. When it does, the magazine will fully disclose that relationship.

PRIVACY OF MAILING LIST Sometimes we share our subscriber mailing list with reputable companies we think you'll find interesting. However, if you do not wish to be included, please call us at 888.269.8410.
Beautiful. And smart.

Eclipse fixtures have it all. They're designed to look good, with practically hands-free maintenance. A complete site lighting solution for your LEED projects with its full cutoff dark sky certification.

It's time to make a change for the better, to Eclipse.

For more information, visit luminis.com/smart
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FEAT URES

The Annual Design Review
Jurors Aaron Betsky, Ellen Dunham-Jones, Carlos Jimenez, Marion Weiss, and Ralph Johnson select the best in American architecture in six categories. KATIE GERFEN, EDWARD KEEGAN, VERNON MAYS, BRADFORD MCKEE, AND MIMI ZEIGER

LIVE: Single-Family Housing, Multifamily Housing, and Residential Mixed-Use
48 Award: Y House
48 Award: 459 West 18th Street
51 Citation: Cottage
51 Honorable Mentions: Formosa 1140, Aqua, Jackson Homes, Urban Infill Houses

WORK: Office, Government, and Commercial Mixed-Use
54 Award: Shanghai World Financial Center
55 Citation: Serta Center
55 Honorable Mention: County Clerk Elections Operations Center

PLAY: Sports, Hospitality, and Retail
58 Award: The Standard, New York

GROW: Education, Science, and Healthcare
62 Award: Toni Stabile Student Center
63 Citation: Exeter School
64 Citation: Graduate Aerospace Laboratories
64 Citation: ASU Polytechnic Campus
65 Honorable Mentions: Green Dot, West Adams Prep High School

MOVE: Infrastructure and Transportation
68 Award: Storage Barn

BOND: Institutional, Cultural, and Religious
72 Award: TKTS
72 Award: Cathedral of Christ the Light

"HEROIC’ IS EXACTLY THE RIGHT WORD ... THE KIND OF SCULPTURAL URBAN GESTURE THAT WE HAVEN’T SEEN SINCE THE UN BUILDING."
For many seasons, for generations, the sentinel oaks have grown tall around this grand home. Today they crown the setting with dignity and formality, just as does the new Follansbee TCS II roof. Terne-coated stainless steel, engineered to resist the elements, created to outlive the trees towering above it, and perhaps even the trees that follow them.

To learn more about this project, visit follansbeeroofing.com/Durham

Follansbee – for those who demand the very best. Call or visit Follansbee online today to learn more.

800.624.6906 follansbeeroofing.com
Right Jensen Architects created a minimalist bridge to reach the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art's new sculpture garden.

Far Right The Nena Schools Project in Malawi, Africa, one of several current pro bono efforts by UK firm John McAslan + Partners.
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The Sea Ranch condominium complex was hailed as a paradigm of ecologically sensitive design—and still is today. JOHN MORRIS DIXON
Committed to cleaner, healthier air in the workplace.

Whether you’re building businesses, schools or just about anything else, when you choose our GREENGUARD Children & Schools™ Certified products, you’ll know they’ve met the highest standards in indoor air quality. Our family of certified products includes:

- Gold Bond® BRAND XP® Gypsum Board
- Gold Bond® BRAND SoundBreak® XP® Gypsum Board
- Gold Bond® BRAND Hi-Abuse® XP® Gypsum Board
- Gold Bond® BRAND Hi-Impact® XP® Gypsum Board
- ProForm® BRAND XP® Joint Compound

National Gypsum®

Technical Info: 1-800-NATIONAL
or visit nationalgypsum.com

The GREENGUARD Children & Schools Mark is a registered certification mark used under license through the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute.
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WE ARE NOT AMUSED

I'VE HELD MY TONGUE for too long on the subject of Chelsea Barracks, the London development that has architectural conservatives and progressives on both sides of the Atlantic locked in yet another titanic struggle, and my colleagues in the press crowing at every turn. I'm flabbergasted. Is it an overblown catfight between rival design camps? A vital public debate? Or simply great theater?

One thing's certain, the stakes are high: the design of a 13-acre site in tony West London, a shuttered army barracks next door to Sir Christopher Wren’s Royal Hospital Chelsea. The property is owned by the Qatari government, which hired Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners to prepare a plan for some 550 market-rate and affordable flats, in Richard Rogers’ signature high-tech idiom. The results were not well received. The audience apparently wanted a costume drama, not a space opera.

Neighborhood groups and celebrity locals such as pop star Bryan Ferry and actor Rupert Everett balked at the prospect of so much glass and steel looming over their Georgian townhouses—just one gripe on a long list of NIMBY-isms: blocked sunlight, excessive density, insufficient green space, and so forth.

Prince Charles, famously not a fan of modern architecture, shared his own disgustment with Rogers’ design in a private letter to the ruler of Qatar. The letter has never been published, and Prince Charles’ handlers refuse to confirm or deny whether he actually wrote it, but I like to think that the prince used the alleged occasion to quote his formidable ancestor, Queen Victoria: “We are not amused.”

One of Prince Charles’ favorite architects, Quinlan Terry, released an alternative design (at the prince’s secret request?), in an idiom reminiscent of Wren. When Building magazine staged an online face-off between Terry’s guerrilla traditional scheme and Rogers’ official modern one, nearly 70 percent of the 1,000-odd respondents voted for Terry.

Ultimately, all that pressure had an effect: In June, the Qataris fired Rogers. Cue the backlash. The Royal Institute of British Architects and Culture Secretary Ben Bradshaw rallied behind Rogers and upbraided Prince Charles for interfering. Rogers himself went further, calling the prince’s letter-writing “unconstitutional” and “an abuse of power,” and he is suing the Qataris for a reported £2 million in back pay.

The story to date blows my mind; it’s like a postmodern remix of Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead and Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest, with Rogers playing Howard Roark, full of righteous indignation, and Prince Charles in drag as the cantankerous Lady Bracknell.

“A monstrous carbuncle on the face of a much loved and elegant friend,” the prince famously complained of a 1984 proposed addition to the National Gallery, in words so purple that Wilde could have written them. I see little value in upbraiding the prince for his long-standing, vocal opposition to modern architecture. He has been criticized for it ad nauseam. And aren’t we all entitled to an opinion, even the Prince of Wales?

Rogers’ claim of unconstitutionality is pure bunkum: No British law prohibits Prince Charles from taking the actions he supposedly did. By crying foul, Lord Rogers of Riverside sounds suspiciously like a poor loser—a peer who got an unpleasant lesson in realpolitik. Listen up, milord: The strong have used their power to get what they want ever since the big caveman conked the little one on the head and took his meat.

The prince chose to exercise his influence on Chelsea Barracks in much the same way that Brad Pitt has adopted New Orleans as his personal playground for modern architecture. Pitt happens to look good on camera; Charles, who decidedly does not, happens to have been born in a palace. The two men, the prince and the pretty boy, use their respective hereditary benefits to advocate for the architecture they love.

Rogers has his own gifts—his Madrid airport blew me away—but critics of his Chelsea Barracks scheme had reason to complain. He proposed a row of nine parallel blocks of glass and steel, with planted walkways between them. The pattern looks beautiful in plan, the blocks deployed in perfect Bauhaus marching order. And the buildings as rendered exhibit all of the fine-grained structural detail one would expect of Rogers.

But, as many have observed, at nine stories the blocks are too tall in contrast to their surroundings, including Wren’s Royal Hospital; their tight parallel placement would likely result not in delightful interstitial green spaces, but dark and gloomy slivers. The excessive density of the project is hardly Rogers’ fault; it must have come from the developer, who naturally would want to squeeze every last buildable square centimeter out of the £1 billion site. But Rogers singularly failed to ameliorate the situation.

Both fans and foes of Rogers’ Chelsea Barracks scheme are mistaken in thinking that style is the central issue. I personally love both old- and new-looking architecture, so long as it’s well-done, but the opposition...
A new vision for urban design! Available in three standard sizes, Metal Halide or LED lamping, and with a choice of up to 5 reflectors/light distributions. The OLIVIO series offers solutions for a comprehensive range of applications, from architectural accent and floodlighting to roadway lighting.
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(800) 735-8927  selux.com/usa
is mistaken in thinking that traditional architecture, for all its merits, is a panacea. After all, plenty of classicists have demonstrated insensitivity to fine-grained locales, especially when working for clients like Stalin, Hitler, and Ceaușescu. On the flip side, modern architecture isn’t inherently unneighborly. Even the most iconoclastic of architects have proved perfectly capable of designing materially and formally appropriate designs in sensitive historic contexts, like Gehry’s DG Bank on the Parizer Platz, with its creatively massed, solid-masonry façade.

But Gehry was working on a tight infill site at the DG Bank, not 13 acres. Rogers’ fans should remember that planning at a large scale has been a weak spot for progressive architects since the collapse of Urban Renewal in the 1970s, and Rogers’ scheme was no improvement. The look-back-with-love Congress for the New Urbanism found a mass audience in part because the movement’s modernist counterparts failed to develop an alternative. This is one of the great, universal lessons of Chelsea Barracks. Rogers’ planning failure was modern architecture’s planning failure.

Now the Qatari have generated a new, schizoid shortlist of 10 design teams for Chelsea Barracks, in consultation with The Prince’s Foundation for the Built Environment (notably absent from the list: both Rogers and Terry). The team approach lumps together firms with seemingly irreconcilable sensibilities: classicist Demitri Porphyrios with avant-garde Allies and Morrison, New Urbanists Duany Plater-Zyberk with corporate modernists KPF. What good can come of such pairings? Locals are already voicing their concerns. Stay tuned: The winning design is supposed to be announced next month, though there’s talk of delays.

SURPRISING SHADES OF GREEN, Oct. 2009, Page 60

I try to design items in an environmentally/energy responsible way. However, if I were to answer the survey from your October issue, I might very well have chosen, "I’m not sure that building green in the U.S. will help the environment when China and India are becoming industrialized so rapidly.” I believe the question might be confusing and poorly worded. Just because there are those of us who believe that efforts to curb global warming should have an international focus to be effective doesn’t mean we don’t believe global warming is a threat, and it doesn’t mean we won’t try to build green here in the United States. We just think that unless everyone is on board our efforts might go for naught.

Matt Berge
Brost Architects & Planners, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Mojib Latife, a leading climate modeler and member of the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, has conceded that the Earth has not warmed for nearly a decade and that we are likely entering a decades-long cooling period. These results do not necessarily negate the negativity of man-made CO₂, but they do beg the question as to whether “global warming” is an appropriate term. If I were a journalist I would not want to represent scientific theories as facts, but as working theories. It’s not only good journalism, it’s good science. We need only remember all of the nonsense reported during Y2K, or the Bush administration’s insistence on WMD in Iraq.

Martin A. Bacich
San Diego
CTS. Experience the difference in AV.

You have a vision, now make it work. From concept to completion, partner with an AV professional to create innovative, inspiring environments that successfully combine form and function. The InfoComm Certified Technology Specialist (CTS®) credential is a sign of quality and competency in the audiovisual industry. Internationally recognized and accredited by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), it serves as a global benchmark for audiovisual professionals.

To learn more about the CTS® credential and to find a professional near you, visit www.ctsforav.com
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This object, plus hundreds more, have all been developed by ARCAT BIM experts, so you can rely on them as you do for ARCAT specs and SpecWizards. These 3D objects are packed with all the critical product data you need, and are free of charge like all of ARCAT services!

"We put the info in BIM"

www.arcat.com
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When it comes to daily wear-and-tear, Scranton Products stand tough over time. In fact, our solid premium plastic bathroom partitions and locker systems have one of the longest life cycles in the industry, providing the utmost in durability. They’re graffiti and mildew resistant. What’s more, they never rust, dent or corrode and they never require painting or impact dent repair — saving you money on maintenance costs.

Easy on the environment.
As the industry leader in responsible recycling, we’re committed to being environmentally friendly. We use a blend of virgin and post-industrial plastic to produce a quality product and reduce industrial waste. All of our products contain a high percentage of reclaimed material and you can also order 100% post-consumer recycled product. Our goal is to avoid the landfill. That’s why we reclaim all of our scrap and off-cuts back into the production process for new sheets.

We don’t just talk tough. We back it up.
Proudly made in the USA, Scranton Products’ brands provide industry-leading warranties. Both our bathroom partitions and locker systems come with a full 25-year warranty that covers breakage, corrosion and delamination under normal conditions.

Looking for fast delivery? We overdeliver.
Your project won’t be impacted by long lead times. That’s because Scranton Products offers the fastest lead time in the industry. To order our premium bathroom partitions or locker systems, call 800.445.5148 for a representative. Visit scrantonproducts.com to view our complete line of 23 colors including the following choices.
AECOM Acquires Ellerbe Becket

Ellerbe Becket is celebrating its 100th anniversary this year, and now it is toasting another milestone: The firm announced on Oct. 26 that it was acquired by AECOM, the global technical services firm, which previously had purchased DMJM, Spillis Candela, and EDAW. Details of the transaction were not disclosed.

"We were doing very well," says Ellerbe's president and CEO, Rick Lincicome, "but we knew we were too focused on healthcare," which represented 80 percent of the firm's practice. "We also needed to grow more quickly geographically." Two years ago, Ellerbe's directors and principals began looking at both acquiring businesses and being acquired as possible next steps. Then the recession hit hard in late 2008, and exploratory talks with several other firms were suspended.

By this past spring, Ellerbe's directors felt the firm—an employee-owned venture with about 450 people in seven offices, five in the U.S. and two in the Middle East—was sound enough to go back to talking with AECOM, which employs 44,000. "We have complementary expertise," Lincicome says. "We've got sports. They have urban planning and master planning. They've got seven provinces in China. They're in Australia and the Middle East. It would have taken [Ellerbe] a long time to develop such a platform."

Maggie's Centre in London, the Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners–designed outpost of the organization that supports cancer patients, received the 2009 Stirling Prize. At least one thing has gone Rogers' way this year.
make an impact
A Roppe rubber products recycling program.

As our nation's landfills continue to grow, at Roppe we have done the research to find new alternatives and uses for our products once they have exhausted their use in many of our oldest schools, healthcare facilities, churches, hotels, office buildings and more!

When choosing to update a floor that is nearing the end of its' traditional life cycle, you can feel confident that Roppe's new recycling program meets your strictest requirements for sustainability by creating new and innovative products for the building industry.

For more information please visit us at: roppe.com/impact

Products that will be manufactured from your diverted landfill waste.

- landscaping mulch
- edging
- flower beds
- pavers
- playground surfacing
- t-rex cafe installation

ecoScorecard™
Your link to Roppe products and LEED® documentation. For more information, please visit roppe.com.

IMPACT
Rethink + Reuse + Recycle = Responsibility

ROPPE
Proven Flooring Experiences
1.800.537.9527 | roppe.com
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Getting your firm clearance to practice in another jurisdiction can mean fulfilling more than just licensing requirements, says attorney Sam Karnes. Some states—including Alaska, Virginia, and Washington—“require you to have certain provisions in the internal operating documents of your company.”

IN THE UNITED STATES, the licensing and certification requirements for practicing architecture are determined by each state, territory, and the District of Columbia. So if your firm is eyeing work in another jurisdiction, be prepared to meet demands—including ones you might not expect. “In architecture, you often run into arcane requirements,” says Sam Karnes, speaking from experience. A lawyer in the Fort Worth, Texas, office of Winstead, Karnes represented local AEC firm Carter & Burgess (C&B) for a decade and a half prior to its purchase by Jacobs Engineering Group in late 2007.

During that time, C&B expanded its business through acquisitions to practice in almost every state.

Isn’t having a license to practice in your home state and NCARB certification enough to practice elsewhere? Practicing as a firm involves different rules on licensing and certification. If you go outside your state, you get into rules that encompass ownership, management, name, and other characteristics.
Who do you need to deal with?
There are two levels in each state: the secretary of state and the architecture board.

Who do you go to first?
Contact the architecture board. Call and ask what you need to do. Corporation parameters are separate from practicing architecture. In some states, you have to present certification from the secretary of state to the design board before registering. In other states, it's the opposite.

What is the least onerous situation?
In some states, you don't have to get a license. The base is that you have one person in your firm licensed in that state. For a lot of states in the West and South, you just need to notify the board that you want to practice. They may not require any formal license or certification.

And the other extreme?
You might have a state that requires a certain percentage of your owners or directors to be licensed to practice in that state—and they may have additional rules as to the name you can have as a firm and how you can present yourself in your stationery and letterhead.

How can a firm name be a problem?
North Carolina and Nevada have specific requirements if your firm name includes an individual not licensed in that state. In some states, if your name includes someone who's deceased, that may cause a problem. Or you may have the name of an engineer, not an architect, in your corporate name, and you're asking to practice architecture.

How can letterhead be a problem?
A few states require you to list licensure information. In Pennsylvania, you have to submit proposed letterhead to the licensing board. In Mississippi, all stationery, printed matter, title blocks, and listings of the firm must contain the name of at least one Mississippi-licensed architect.

What if you're doing just one project?
States normally have an exception for occasional projects. If it's a one-time deal and you're not actively marketing or doing business, they will give you a free shot, though you might have to jump through a few hoops.

What if you're soliciting business?
In a number of states, the rules don't just apply to designing a building, but to offering design services.

What's the level of enforcement?
The regulatory staffs in most states are inadequately manned. There's very little enforcement in a lot of states unless competing firms report somebody.

What are the penalties?
There are civil penalties and, in some cases, criminal penalties if you don't comply. You have to be concerned—the state could suspend your license to practice there.
Flashback

Creating exciting, engaging, and interactive displays that bring back memories of the 60's

As one might imagine, media played a critical role in the development of The Museum at Bethel Woods, the site of the original Woodstock Festival in upstate New York. Creating the exciting, engaging and interactive displays that brought back memories of the 60's for the museum's visitors required nothing less than state-of-the-art technology.

Only Stewart Filmscreen had the right solutions with a 35-foot curved projection screen that captured the festival experience, a magical bus windshield that transports viewers back in time, a large touch screen tabletop providing fun and educational interactivity plus a 23-foot screen with images of the world's most famous rock festival.

There is no project too large or too impossible for Stewart Filmscreen. As the industry's reference projection material manufacturer, we specialize in the development of optimized, breakthrough solutions that bring your commercial projects to life. Our qualified staff of professional engineers works with designers, architects, contractors and systems integrators to seamlessly integrate technology in the creation of the most unforgettable commercial, entertainment and demonstration spaces.

For additional information on Stewart Filmscreen: www.stewartfilmscreen.com
To speak with a representative: www.stewartfilmscreen.com/reps
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For the architects at U.K. firm John McAslan + Partners, pro bono projects aren’t an afterthought— they’re a fundamental part of the business model.

In Malawi, getting a basic education is not a given. This southeast African nation lacks the resources and infrastructure to serve its school-age children, a challenge that U.K.-based John McAslan + Partners (JMP) hopes to help remedy. In 2007, the architecture firm partnered with the Clinton Hunter Development Initiative to bring new schools to one of the world’s poorest areas. Their Neno Schools Project (named after a rural area) aims to help Malawi provide 1,500 schools for the 1.7 million children without access to education.

JMP was tasked with rethinking the typical rural school found throughout Malawi. These buildings—which usually comprise two teaching blocks—are little more than concrete bunkers with pitched corrugated roofs. JMP worked to design a prototype building that could be replicated for the same cost as existing schools, about $12 per square foot.

Upon discovering that nearly 50 percent of the average school budget was poured into the foundation, the firm used a thinner slab. JMP’s school is made from
cement blocks fabricated on site. Large windows and doorways provide breezes and light, and the roof was engineered to encourage ventilation. The floor plan was altered as well: classrooms were pulled apart, and an exterior space was placed at the end of the structure. On a trip to Neno to assess the design, firm founder John McAslan was surprised to see how the new buildings—10 of which have been built to date—have affected locals. In addition to children’s education, the schools host informal classes for adults, social gatherings, and healthcare clinics.

The Malawi project is just one of many pro bono initiatives spearheaded by JMP. The firm also is partnering with the Clinton Global Initiative and the Aegis Trust to design a master plan for the School of Genocide Studies in Kigali, Rwanda. And in Haiti, JMP is engaged in several projects: the preservation of the UNESCO World Heritage Site known as the Citadel; the creation of affordable single-family housing; and an initiative, in conjunction with local development group Yele, to create better schools.

Pro bono has been a cornerstone of JMP’s business for more than a decade. McAslan started by giving 5 percent of the firm’s profits to charitable work; that amount has grown to about 10 percent. In addition, he’s instituted a formula to help fund pro bono work. It’s called “The Thirds”: one-third comes from the client as a donation to JMP’s costs; one-third is donated by JMP through the contribution of time at a heavily subsidized cost; and one-third is contributed by staff members working off-hours.

This month, JMP formalizes its pro bono component with the establishment of the Initiatives Unit. The firm will now have two full-time staff, plus a rotating group of part-timers, dedicated to pro bono. In a firm of more than 100 employees, “there is a queue of staff wanting to donate their time,” McAslan says. “There’s great interest from young architects to get involved in this type of work.”

At the core, McAslan wants to provide not just aid but answers. He uses Haiti as an example: “This is about raising skills and resources, not about handing money over. Haitians are a proud people. They want their independence, but they need some help.”

Visit americanspecialties.com/rovall for the Roval™ Collection catalog
FLEXIBILITY IS EVERYTHING.

VRV®
THE INTELLIGENT AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Modular design • Heat pump or heat recovery • 3 phase power, 208-230V or 460V • Wide range of capacities (6 to 20-Tons) • Total piping length extended to 3,280 ft • Maximum piping length extended to 540 ft (outdoor unit to furthest indoor unit) • Lighter, modular units, easily transported by standard elevator • Increased energy efficiency • Utilizes R-410A • Powerful diagnostic tools • Centralized control systems with web access function and much more.

Try a better perspective, try Daikin AC.
For more information visit www.daikinac.com
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DAIKIN AC
absolute comfort
1. Harbor Point
COMPLETION: 2019. BRIEF: 80-acre, LEED-ND project has 4,000 residences, 400,000 s.f. of retail, office, and hotel space.

2. Metro Green Apartments
COMPLETION: 2009. BRIEF: 50-unit multifamily project is the state’s first LEED Gold affordable housing.

3. Old Town Hall
ARCHITECT: Fuller and D’Angelo, Elmsford, N.Y.
COMPLETION: 2010. BRIEF: $14.5 million renovation/expansion holds museum, commercial space.

4. Stamford Courthouse
ARCHITECTS: Ehrenkrantz Eckstut & Kuhn Architects, New York, and Preiss Breismeister, Stamford.
COMPLETION: 2007. BRIEF: $93 million, 252,000-s.f. facility has 24 courtrooms; largest, most technologically advanced justice building in the state.

POPULATION/EMPLOYMENT
Current population: about 120,000. Job growth is flat.

OFFICE MARKET
Office vacancy: 24%-26%; average asking rate: $40/s.f.

RESIDENTIAL MARKET
Median home sale price: around $600,000, down more than 7% in the past year.

MARKET STRENGTHS
• Proximity to New York City and Boston
• Vibrant entertainment industry presence
• Downtown revitalization underway

MARKET CONCERNS
• Transportation integration
• Little affordable housing inventory
• General economic malaise

FORECAST
“I hope we’ll see more housing development than offices,” says Kip Bergstrom of the city’s Urban Redevelopment Commission. “We do have the first inclusionary zoning ordinance in the state. But the city will need to proactively work to preserve and develop affordable and workforce-affordable housing.”

LOCAL MARKET
Stamford, Conn.

STAMFORD, CONN., isn’t just a bedroom community or summer-home place for New York City, a mere 45 minutes to the southwest. It comes by its nickname, the City That Works, honestly. The fourth-largest city in Connecticut is a thriving outpost for entertainment companies such as NBC Sports, World Wrestling Entertainment, and the A&E Television Networks, which seek refuge from Manhattan’s sky-high rents. And Stamford has its share of corporate headquarters, too—most notably, the Royal Bank of Scotland, which located its North American operations there earlier this year.

The strength of the commercial sector is driving a demand for workforce housing. “Stamford’s a major employment center, and many people who are now commuting to work here would rather walk, bike, or bus to work,” says Kip Bergstrom, executive director of the city’s Urban Redevelopment Commission. “There are so many people who ‘drive till you qualify,’ who live all the way out in Bridgeport and further east. They’d rather live in town, but they can’t afford to.”

The housing demand is a big factor in a downtown construction boom that is continuing despite the sour economy. “There are limited development opportunities in surrounding no-growth towns,” says Michael Freimuth, director of Stamford’s Office of Economic Development. “That’s why growth is projected—both in population and in the number of units and residences—in the downtown core.”
Evaluate the equation: Bradley is your best choice.

Has your school been putting off necessary repairs and maintenance? Now is the time to take advantage of funds made available for these types of projects. Update your restrooms with products that save water and energy, are easy to install and will stand up to heavy use. For school washrooms and locker rooms, Bradley leads the industry in water- and space-saving products that are also long-lasting, vandal resistant and low maintenance.

From light-powered handwashing fixtures, a variety of shower options and washfountains to washroom accessories and plastic lockers and partitions, it's easy to calculate your school's best choice: Bradley.
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Plumbing fixtures | Washroom accessories
Lenox® lockers | Mills® partitions

bradleycorp.com
800.BRADLEY
Sculpture Garden Bridge

**Architect:** Jensen Architects, San Francisco

**Location:** San Francisco Museum of Modern Art

TEXT BY KATIE GERFEN
COMEDIAN BRIAN REGAN has a joke about log trucks: “Sometimes, you’ll be out on a highway, and you’ll see two big trucks, each loaded up with logs, and they pass each other. I don’t understand. I mean, if they need logs over here, and they need them over there, you’d think a phone call would save a whole lot of trouble.” That phone call could save not only trouble, but also a whole lot of fuel, emissions, erosion, and road damage, which is why green building standards such as LEED encourage the use of local and regional materials. Yet LEED accepts anything within a 500-mile radius—which means an area of nearly 800,000 square miles. If you’re building in Denver, you can ship in anything between El Paso, Texas, and Billings, Mont., two cities that are hardly in the same region, much less the same locality.

Imagine collapsing that radius to include only your immediate surroundings. How would the construction industry change if builders were limited to what’s in their own backyards? Far from a radical proposal, this is in fact how vernacular structures, so loved by “green” architects, have always been built. The ice for igloos, the mud for adobe, the stone for cliff dwellings, and the thatch for huts are all drawn from within more like 500 yards, not 500 miles. Log cabins aren’t made from imported logs. I once worked on an education center in a large woodland preserve where the annual number of naturally fallen trees could produce 3,000 board-feet of lumber. (If a tree falls in a forest, and no one’s there to haul it ...)

In Costa Rica, I stayed at an eco-lodge that had been built from the timber of a forest planted 35 years earlier by the owner, who had the time and patience to wait for the trees to mature. If every project benefited from the kind of foresight and planning it takes to grow materials on site, the results would include not just a reduction in transportation damages but also the kind of long-term commitment that builds lasting communities.

Another joke, this one from Saturday Night Live’s old “Deep Thoughts” segment: “If trees could scream, would we be so cavalier about cutting them down? We might, if they screamed all the time, for no good reason.”
Royal Botania's striking Wave is an elliptical, canopied hammock measuring 12' by 9 1/2' by 8'. Made of electro-polished stainless steel with perforated, semi-transparent fabric, the Wave was designed by Erik Nyberg and Gustav Ström and is suitable for hospitality environments. It rests on one slender support, and the fabric blocks 86% of the sun's rays. • royalbotania.com • Circle 100

PRODUCTS

**Outdoor**

**Forms + Surfaces**' new LightScale Bollard was designed as a path light but also can be used as exterior lighting for parklands, campuses, hotels, or any other public environment. The fixture stands 42" tall and uses white acrylic lenses over a 55W or 40W compact fluorescent lamp. The housing is a formed aluminum extrusion with a choice of two zero-VOC powdercoat finishes: aluminum texture and slate texture. Custom colors also are available. The bollard is made from 68% recycled content and is 90% recyclable. • forms-surfaces.com • Circle 101

**Hanover Prest® Brick**

From tailored Traditional® Prest® Brick to more rustic Tumbled Prest® Brick, Hanover® can provide interlocking Prest® Brick for any type of paving application. A wide range of styles, colors, sizes and textures is available creating endless design opportunities.

Wharf District Park, Boston, MA

**HANOVER® Architectural Products**

www.hanoverpavers.com
800.426.4242
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The Robert A.M. Stern Collection of cast-stone planters from Haddonstone was designed in collaboration with Robert A.M. Stern Designs. The first two ranges in the collection are the Athenian (shown) and the Olympian, both launched earlier this year. The Athenian range features assorted urns on bases inspired by Art Deco and Art Moderne ornaments. The Olympian range alludes to the shapes of ancient and neoclassical vessels and includes two bowls, two urns, and a tall, slim amphora. • haddonstone.com • Circle 102
DESIGNED, ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED BY C.R. LAURENCE CO.

'ALL-GLASS' ENTRANCE SYSTEMS

- Door and Sidelite Rails
- Patch Hardware
- Commercial Door Pulls
- Headers and Channels
- Stacking Partition Systems
- Sliding Glass Doors
- Door Closers
- And More...

SEE IT ALL IN OUR ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE SPECIALTY CATALOGS.

AH10 'All Glass' Entrances and LP10 Commercial Door Pulls

Over 250 color pages showing products for the construction of beautiful 'all-glass' storefronts and entrances. See many beautiful installations showing the products in use to help give you ideas and make the right selection for your next job. All CRL catalogs can be downloaded or viewed online at crlaurence.com

NEW! LP10 ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE Commercial Door Handles

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY

crlaurence.com | Worldwide Supplier

Contact us by phone at (800) 421-6144, and ask for the Architectural Hardware Division at ext. 7700. Fax (800) 587-7501
Lanai.
Woven. 100% wool.
Absorbs sound
and reduces building
operating costs.

NOW Flame retardant back.

EUROTEx
Uncommon solutions
for walls and vertical surfaces

800.523.0731 | spec@eurotex.com | www.eurotexinc.com
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In A Common Destiny, photographer Cédric Delsaux shows a world in which humans and nature are increasingly at odds. But these images— including a series from the ghost town of Pripyat, Ukraine (above), where the Chernobyl disaster occurred— are not about journalism or polemics. In an interview printed in the book, Delsaux says of his yearlong photographic journey around the globe, "I am filled with admiration, hatred, fascination, and disgust all at once." Paging through image after image of terrible beauty, one cannot help agreeing with him. $75; The Monacelli Press
For more than a century, the Sanborn Map Co. produced detailed urban maps for the fire insurance industry. (Shown at right, West Chester, Pa., circa 1886.) The Library of Congress has the largest collection of these maps, which have proved invaluable to historians of the built environment: almost 700,000 sheets of paper representing 12,000 North American cities. Sanborn still works in the increasingly high-tech geospatial industry, but these documents are a reminder that paper and ink can convey a wealth of information. loc.gov/rr/geomap/sanborn

Consider This Label Your

CODE COMPLIANCE
INSURANCE POLICY

Sponsored by: Steel Stud Manufacturers Association

LOOK FOR IT ON EVERY JOB SITE!

For the architect, contractor, distributor and building owner, this label means:
- Third-party inspections in accordance with IBC 2006
- Tested for coating, thickness, yield and forming quality
- Multiple inspections per plant per year
- Exclusive SSMA member-produced products
- Code Compliance Assurance for building professionals

Visit the SSMA web site www.ssma.com for program details and the Certified Manufacturing Facilities List.

Steel Stud Manufacturers Association
800 Roosevelt Rd.
Bldg. C, Ste. 312
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
Voice: 630.942.6592
Fax: 630.790.3095
www.ssma.com
info@ssma.com
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Skidmore, Owings & Merrill is the IBM of architecture: No other big U.S. firm can match SOM’s influence on corporate America. Now the blue-chip-to-beat can boast a monograph as monumental as its own legacy. Divided into five volumes, SOM: The Architecture of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill encompasses the years 1950 to 2008 and reproduces commentary from period luminaries such as Henry-Russell Hitchcock. $45-$60/volume; The Monacelli Press

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY LIBRARY OF CONGRESS; COURTESY PRINTS & PHOTOGRAPHS DIVISION, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS; MIKE MORGAN.
PREVIOUS PAGE: COURTESY THE MONACELLI PRESS.
EXHIBIT
Despite—or because of—its ubiquity, the parking garage doesn’t get much love. Decried by Smart Growth-ers and aesthetes, it’s taken for granted by everyone else. But “House of Cars: Innovation and the Parking Garage,” the first major exhibition devoted to the typology, reveals a 100-year history marked by innovations such as the D’Humy ramp system (shown above), which introduced split-level floors to maximize spaces back in 1918. The show at the National Building Museum, in Washington, D.C., includes parking designs by luminaries such as Bertrand Goldberg, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Santiago Calatrava. Through July 11, 2010. ndm.org

YOU CAN APPRECIATE OUR INSULATED METAL PANELS FOR THEIR DESIGN FLEXIBILITY, OR SIMPLY FOR THEIR DESIGN.

After more than 40 years of being admired for outstanding insulation values, our insulated wall panels are now being recognized for more than just what’s on the inside. Our panels give designers unprecedented design flexibility by fitting either horizontally or vertically, by varying module widths and offering pre-formed / radius corners. It’s no wonder they’re finding their way into some of the most beautiful buildings around. And, perhaps best of all, our panels stand the test of time, because only Metl-Span uses an innovative manufacturing process that eliminates blistering on the panel face. So next time, specify the building materials you can start admiring well before construction and keep on admiring for decades into the future. Specify Metl-Span insulated metal panels.

877.585.9969  metlspan.com
A NEW COLLECTION OF WRITING BY THE LATE HERBERT MUSCHAMP REVEALS, BENEATH HIS LAVISH PRAISE FOR GEHRY & CO., A SURPRISING (AND AMBITIOUS) READING OF 20TH CENTURY CULTURE.

LIKE THE MAN HIMSELF, Hearts of the City: The Selected Writings of Herbert Muschamp (Knopf, $50) is going to offend a lot of people. The book is nearly 900 pages long, the vast bulk of it in the form of 1,500-word articles written during Muschamp's 12-year stint as The New York Times' architecture critic. Who deserves 900 pages? How dare he?

Nevertheless, Hearts of the City, edited and with an introduction by Muschamp's Times successor, Nicolai Ouroussoff, is worth reading for three reasons. First, because it preserves at least some of Muschamp's writing from The New Republic, some of the sharpest and most morally attuned architectural criticism ever written. (Full disclosure: I also once worked at The New Republic, though we missed each other by a decade.) In one essay, included in the book, Muschamp denounced the then-hot trend of critical theory. The sad thing about theory, he wrote, "is that what could have been a valuable tool for analysis ended up instead as just another means of production, a mechanism for grinding out dissertations, pictures, art criticism, careers."

But through the 1990s, Muschamp's voice grew less clear, less assertive. He began to slather praise on a klatch of architects — Frank Gehry, Rem Koolhaas, Renzo Piano, Jean Nouvel — and virtually ignore the rest. By 2004, when he was eased out of the critic's desk at the Times, only his diehard friends — the few he hadn't alienated with his erratic social behavior — were sad to see him go.
Those are the standard criticisms of Muschamp, and those looking for supporting evidence will easily find it in the book. But there is a second reason to read *Hearts of the City*. Muschamp, the collection illustrates, was only incidentally focused on architecture. His real project was to document the imprint left on late-century urban life by gay culture.

Over the course of his career, Muschamp constructed a reading of 20th century social and art history linking urban gay culture, non-Bauhaus Modernism, Surrealism, and psychoanalysis, one he explicitly outlines in his lengthy essay “The Secret History of 2 Columbus Circle,” the “white marble bonbon” of a Manhattan museum that had so often—and with good reason, he argues—been called a “queer building.” The essay comes at the end of the book, and on reading it, one realizes how prevalent these themes are in all of Muschamp’s work. It’s like a magician finally revealing his secrets.

Muschamp believed that gay culture is the dark matter of urban life: Often invisible, it nevertheless holds the whole thing together. Throughout the 20th century, he posits, gay culture aligned itself with “alternative” modernisms, including surrealism and expressionism, in part because they, too, existed in a subaltern state relative to aggressive (but safe) movements like the International Style and Abstract Expressionism. All were at one point labeled and dismissed as “alternative,” even as they provided vital energy to mainstream society: 2 Columbus Circle, he writes, embodied “a willingness to accept the idea that many different approaches to painting, writing, or architecture can flourish at the same time.”

For Muschamp, it is no accident that the end of doctrinaire Modernism in the 1960s coincided with gay America’s emergence from the urban closet—both were made possible by the implosion of the dominant culture. Then, in the same way that an emancipated gay culture began to rebuild urban spaces during the 1970s, alternative Modernisms began to regain momentum in the early work of Peter Eisenman, Gehry, Nouvel, and Koolhaas. Both movements, he writes, pursued “the rebuilding of continuity with past forms that were still viable, above all the form of the urban center itself.” And both were aligned against the dehumanizing effects of corporate capital, expressed in the ‘70s and ‘80s in the form of massive real-estate speculation, itself closely aligned with business-friendly Postmodernism.

The story of this struggle—between corporatized urban spaces and the new urban flowering seeded by gay urban pioneers, between soulless Postmodernism and the humanistic, socially engaged work of Gehry & Co.—is the story Muschamp wants to tell us, the conventional obligations of the architecture critic be damned. It is a great story, but is it accurate? Have these architects, like urban gay culture, actually made the city better?

Early Muschamp would have said no, for the same reasons he savaged Postmodernism. Later on, though, he was unable to see that no matter how good Gehry or Nouvel might be, their projects are not exempt from the privatization of public space, the impoverishment of civil society, or any of the other social ills Muschamp linked to their stylistic predecessors.

This, then, is the third reason to read *Hearts of the City*: as the tragic story of a critic who becomes so emotionally invested in a cause that he loses the ability to do his job effectively. Muschamp had his reasons, of course. But as the critic for the nation’s most esteemed newspaper, he had an obligation to maintain an analytical distance, or at least to respect the line between advocacy and sycophancy. □
"I really love crossing disciplines—neuroscience, nanotechnology," says Maria Lorena Lehman. "I love going outside architecture and finding things to bring back to architecture."

**sensingarchitecture.com**

Science helps us understand how we perceive buildings. Increasingly, it’s also helping buildings to perceive us.

**HOW DOES MEMORY** play a role in the way we experience buildings? Or sound? Or optical illusions? What do advances in computing, power generation, lighting, materials, etc., mean for building design? How can “smart” environments affect our behavior or our mood for the better? And what about biomimicry? These are the kinds of issues Maria Lorena Lehman blogs about at Sensing Architecture.

The name, she points out, has a double meaning. "On the one hand, it’s about how we perceive architecture," she says. "On the other hand, technology is becoming embedded in architecture," and thus—slowly but surely—giving buildings the ability to respond to the people who occupy them.

Just a year old, Lehman’s website is the latest expression of a passion she has followed since her undergraduate days at Virginia Tech’s architecture school. "I was always interested in how architecture affects people," she says. She did spend six years as a junior partner at the Annapolis, Md., firm Boggs & Partners designing buildings, including the Uriah P. Levy Center and Jewish Chapel at the U.S. Naval Academy, but the pull of academia proved stronger. Lehman moved on to study at the Harvard Graduate School of Design (GSD)—where she focused on the intersection of digital media, building technology, and neuroscience—and received a Master of Design Studies with Distinction in 2004. Afterward, she spent time at the GSD as an instructor in digital media.

For now, Lehman is content to work on the informational side of architecture, advancing her knowledge and posting what she’s learned on Sensing Architecture. But she foresees a return to the tectonic world by way of consulting; offering tactics for firms’ projects, helping architects embrace what science can do for their buildings—and what it can tell them about those buildings’ occupants. The time is ripe for it. As she notes, "A lot of the research I did at Harvard is coming true."
Beautiful, versatile, sustainable
western red cedar

Western Red Cedar offers unique, natural performance characteristics and exceptional beauty that bring warmth, character and longevity to the interior and exterior of residential and commercial projects around the world. Whether you choose knotty or clear grades, Western Red Cedar offers virtually unlimited versatility and design flexibility in terms of size and profile.

Western Red Cedar is a truly sustainable building material. It has the lowest environmental impact when compared with other materials such as brick and fibre cement. Independently certified, it is harvested legally and sustainable from managed forests in British Columbia.

The Western Red Cedar Lumber Association offers its architect advisory service to assist you in selecting and sourcing the right product for your next project. For more information, please visit our website or call 1 866 778 9096.

REAL CEDAR

www.wrcla.org 1.866.778.9096
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The right glass can do wonders for indoor environments.

Cut cooling costs, equipment costs, and carbon emissions with Solarban Low-E glass.
With over a billion square feet of Solarban sold, impossible-sounding LSG ratios may no longer impress you. But the results you’ll find with our online energy analysis tool certainly will. For instance, with our leading Solarban glass, your next project could save $400,000 in up-front equipment costs and reduce carbon emissions by 21,000 tons. Find out more at ppgideascapes.com/SB70XL.
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A NEW AWARDS PROGRAM SHOWCASING THE BEST AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE OF THE YEAR.

A WELL-KNOWN FACT about the design industry is that there are a lot of award programs. ARCHITECT already has two—the P/A Awards, recognizing innovative unbuilt work, and the R+D Awards, celebrating advances in building technology. Even so, we wanted a way to honor built projects as well. Thus was born the Annual Design Review. What sets the program apart is its U.S. focus, and its strict timeline: Eligible projects had to have been completed after June 30, 2008, and
before June 30, 2009. The goal is to create a snapshot of a moment in time and celebrate its achievements in design. The door was open for work by U.S.-based firms in locales at home and abroad, and for projects completed in America by international firms. To compare like with like, we created six categories—live, work, play, grow, move, and bond—with the intention of awarding projects in each. (Altogether, the categories encompass 17 building typologies.)

And award them we did, with the help of a jury of peers—Aaron Betsky, Ellen Dunham-Jones, Carlos Jimenez, Ralph Johnson, and Marion Weiss (see page 74)—whose various specialties created a well-rounded evaluating body. They recognized 20 projects (out of a field of more than 200) with awards, citations, and honorable mentions.

With no precedent to draw on, the jury members had their work cut out for them. The it-factor that cemented an award-winning project wasn’t always easy to define, but it was easy to spot. “I’m looking for a project that rocks my socks,” Betsky said. “One that makes me look at a building and the activity inside in a new way.”

The final group, presented on the following pages, ranges from LEED Platinum town homes in Philadelphia to a commercial tower in Shanghai. The projects showcase sustainability, innovative thinking, and social awareness. More than that—they represent the best of a year in American architecture.
SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING, MULTIFAMILY HOUSING, AND RESIDENTIAL MIXED-USE
IDEA OFFICE • When a couple with two young children decided to build a home on a 10-meter-square site in Saitama, Japan (northwest of Tokyo), they weren’t choosing lightly. The site had been in the family for generations, and they were, in fact, rebuilding on the site of the husband’s childhood home. The goal: To create a peaceful family dwelling that maintains privacy while not cutting off natural light or ventilation in an increasingly dense urban neighborhood.

The design team at Los Angeles–based Idea Office answered the challenge by creating a folded façade of insulated metal panels that creates space for courtyards and balconies between the skin and the mass of the house. “It’s a beautiful object, first of all,” said Aaron Betsky, “then it makes some very nice spaces with minimal means.”

Carlos Jimenez agreed, and liked the contrast between the spaces created. “What’s interesting is the way the project turns what is perhaps a threatening object from the outside into something inside that is quite subtle, even the way they leave the galvanized steel exposed.” And leaving the steel exposed was intentional—it was fabricated in the client’s factory, so that the family could have a hand in crafting its new home.

The interior space is divided into three levels, all visually connected by central open staircases and double-height ceilings. The result is a densely programmed but airy 1,050 square feet, which includes three bedrooms, a kitchen, living-dining space, and a carport for two vehicles.

The carport’s relationship to the façade garnered praise from the jurors, who were weary of seeing enclosed garages. “I think what’s really lovely about it is that it has the risk of being just a volumetric thing that’s sort of gravity bound,” Marion Weiss said. “But instead of just being gravity bound, it actually pulls up to allow the garage in. It’s very skillfully done.” KATIE GERFEN
DELLA VALLE • BERNHEIMER • Home to chic boutiques and edgy galleries, Chelsea was prime real estate for new condominiums during the recent New York City building boom. Developers couldn’t build fast enough, but the results left only a banal impact on the arty West Side neighborhood. Not so with Della Valle + Bernheimer’s 11-story luxury condominium, 459 West 18th Street. A sculptural study in black and white, the 27,900-square-foot building is topped by an asymmetric profile. Its unusual form responds to a tight, L-shaped site and the complex allowances and restrictions of New York City’s zoning regulations. Architects Jared Della Valle and Andrew Bernheimer maintained design control not by working closely with the developer, but by becoming the developer: Della Valle is co-owner of Alloy Development, and 459 West 18th Street is the company’s first project.

Dubbing the designers’ two-toned façade “jacket and pants,” the jury was impressed by how the structure reads as individual pieces and fits neatly into its context while still retaining a contemporary aesthetic, especially when viewed from the nearby High Line. “In that area, you have old, low buildings and new, high buildings, so it really reflects that contrast,” juror Ralph Johnson noted.

The building is skinned in a pre-assembled aluminum and white-glass panel system—some panels measure up to 16 feet high by 50 feet wide—and large horizontal windows punctuate the tuxedoed façade. “The chromatic choices are actually very important,” juror Marion Weiss explained. “They’ve made the chromatic separation of these volumetric Lego-like pieces lead to something unique against the skyline.” MIMI ZEIGER
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COTTAGE

GRAY ORGANSCHI ARCHITECTURE • Architects Elizabeth Gray and Alan Organschi’s design for a 950-square-foot guesthouse overlooking Long Island Sound fits a full program—a living/dining room, a bedroom, bathroom, and kitchenette—within a limited footprint.

Tucked behind the client’s Guilford, Conn., home, the cottage is carefully integrated into a garden site dotted with large oaks and granite outcroppings. Local zoning regulations designated the little house an “accessory building,” curtailing both height and square footage.

Unfazed by the strict codes, the architects created a structure that employs environmental solutions such as a geothermal HVAC system and a sedum-covered shed roof, which pitches rainwater back into the landscape. FSC-certified bamboo is used exclusively inside the cottage to line the walls, ceiling, and floor. When sunlight pours in through the large windows, the space glows. Where two panes of glass come together at the corner, the jamb nearly disappears, visually erasing the threshold between inside and out, contributing to an overall design that Marion Weiss called “incredibly elegant and lovingly detailed.” M.Z.

HONORABLE MENTIONS
ENTRIES #668, #1132, #601, #1138
FORMOSA 1140, AQUA, JACKSON HOMES, URBAN INFILL HOUSES

LORCAN O’HERLIHY ARCHITECTS [LOHA] • The 11-unit Formosa 1140 housing complex in West Hollywood won the jury over with its façade. A perforated, candy-apple-red metal screen—which Marion Weiss referred to as “a chromatic play within a kind of monochrome”—creates an exterior circulation path for residents. The jury did worry about the quality of space created, but ultimately, as Aaron Betsky said, “It’s a pretty cool façade.”

STUDIO GANG ARCHITECTS • With square floor plates already a foregone conclusion, the design team for Chicago’s Aqua Tower played with the façade, creating extruded balconies that make the building’s surface ripple. The judges were impressed by both the simplicity of the concept and the achieved effect—Ralph Johnson called it “super clever.”

STUDIOMET • Jackson Homes consists of three two-bedroom town homes in Houston, built for $19 per square foot. The jurors were not all convinced that the project pushed the design envelope, but Ellen Dunham-Jones lauded the results given the ultralow budget. She thought the project was on par with ones “at four times the dollar figure.”

INTERFACE STUDIO • The Urban Infill House 001 + 002 is a pair of LEED Platinum houses constructed for $100 per square foot in Philadelphia. The project uses SIPs and includes a solar-powered hot-water heater and a gas-fired furnace, among other efficiencies. Marion Weiss liked “the fact that you could pull off something with that kit of parts and achieve something pretty singular and memorable on that budget.” K.G.
OFFICE, GOVERNMENT, AND COMMERCIAL MIXED-USE
KOHN PEDERSEN FOX ASSOCIATES • The Shanghai World Financial Center isn’t just well known—it’s been making headlines for more than a decade. Its original 1993 design was halted after foundations were completed, just before the Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s. Subsequent engineering innovations replaced a concrete structure with a diagonal-braced frame with outrigger trusses coupled to the columns of the megastructure. This reduced the weight of the overall building by more than 10 percent and added an additional 32 meters to the building’s height without changing the existing underground work.

The 4.1 million-square-foot tower’s form is derived from a square prism—an ancient Chinese symbol of the earth—intersected by two “cosmic arches,” described by the architects as representing the heavens. The resulting mass provides large floor plates for offices on the lower levels (the total office space is 2.4 million square feet over 70 floors). Footprints get considerably smaller on the upper levels, where the Park Hyatt hotel occupies the 79th to 93rd floors. The building’s signature cutout top provides expansive views of the Chinese financial capital from the 100th-floor Skywalk.

The podium at the building’s base incorporates retail, conference space, and other public functions in a design whose overlapping circles, squares, and resulting angles are intended to evoke the same heaven-and-earth dynamic as the tower. The jurors criticized it for its “edge city” qualities, although they agreed to overlook this shortcoming since it’s endemic to the surrounding Pudong district. Aaron Betsky praised it as “one of the most elegant skyscrapers of recent years” while Marion Weiss referred to its memorable form as “the blonde girl.” Ralph Johnson admitted his sole experience of the building is observing it from cab rides across the city. He said, “You really can see it’s the tallest building in Shanghai,” adding, “it goes from very thin to very wide. Every angle of the tower is different as you go around the city.” EDWARD KEEGAN
CITATION ENTRY #722 SERTA CENTER

EPSTEIN | METTER STUDIO • This 90,000-square-foot corporate headquarters for mattress manufacturer Serta International occupies a 17-acre parcel adjacent to a protected wetland in a suburban Chicago office park. The low-slung building snakes along the edge of the wetlands, seeming to hover in the prairie grass, and concrete shelves along the top and bottom of the curtain wall reinforce the building's horizontality. Projecting bays differentiate the façade and provide additional square footage for conference rooms and executive offices—the largest, extending 14 feet, houses a training room. An attached steel-framed, high-bay structure houses R&D space and a public showroom. Clad in channel glass, the R&D volume incorporates a metal-grate awning that shades a roof deck outside the second-floor cafeteria.

Jurors admired the quality of interior light afforded by the narrow floor plate and agreed that the building was well-executed, but some questioned whether it really breaks new ground. Ralph Johnson defended the project, calling it "a gem in the desert of suburban sprawl." Carlos Jimenez agreed, complimenting the lightness of the structure and the design team's success at advancing the client's agenda. "Knowing how difficult it is to achieve that level of quality in those environments, it sends a message of optimism," Jimenez said. VERNON MAYS

HONORABLE MENTION ENTRY #1172 COUNTY CLERK ELECTIONS OPERATIONS CENTER

LEHRER ARCHITECTS • A facility to prepare, distribute, and store the elections materials for all 5,000 of Los Angeles' voting precincts, the County Clerk Elections Operations Center is located in an existing 11,000-square-foot warehouse in a suburban office park, a building type that juror Marion Weiss calls "deadly." The design team at Lehrer Architects took a novel approach, using supergraphics—bold floor stripes in pop colors and large-format photographs of a beach at sunset and other natural settings—to enliven the massive shelving units that hold boxes of ballots and voter guides and to lend a sense of place to the cavernous room. "It's a reinvention of a tired type," juror Ellen Dunham-Jones said—and one done for an incredibly low $50-per-square-foot budget. "I like that it's really inexpensive stuff," said Weiss, while juror Ralph Johnson appreciated the design team's "strategy of doing more with less." K.G.
LAY

SPORTS, HOSPITALITY, AND RETAIL
AWARD ENTRY #1335
THE STANDARD, NEW YORK

TOOD SCHLIEEMANN/POLSHEK PARTNERSHIP ARCHITECTS • Rising 20 stories above the once-miry Meatpacking District on Manhattan’s West Side, the recently opened New York branch of the Standard Hotels offers some brazen contradictions. Designed by Polshek Partnership design partner Todd Schliemann for boutique hotel impresario André Balazs, the robust concrete structure lightly spans the High Line park. And while the hotel’s form is thoroughly contemporary, it begs comparison to the city’s modernist icons. “‘Heroic’ is exactly the right word to describe it,” juror Aaron Betsky said. “Here is a building that makes the kind of sculptural urban gesture that we haven’t seen in Manhattan since the UN Building.”

Yet the project isn’t limited by the purism of previous eras. Its façade inflects slightly, distinguishing the hotel from its neighbors. The kink in the plan also enabled the architects to squeeze in more rooms, 337 in all.

The building’s monumentality comes from a massive structural system that raises the tower 57 feet off the ground: a concrete pier (5 feet thick by 50 feet wide and 60 feet tall) paired with five 2-foot-by-6-foot columns. Fourteen-foot-deep steel trusses allow the hotel to straddle the High Line, thanks to a floating easement.

At ground level, the architects created a nuanced entry experience. Sequences of public spaces (the entrance plaza) and semi-public ones (dining patios for the restaurant, lounge, and beer garden) spill out from the base of the hotel. “It’s so rare to see hospitality architecture actually be this restrained and inventive at the same time,” juror Ellen Dunham-Jones noted. “It’s very urban.” M.Z.
EDUCATION, SCIENCE, AND HEALTHCARE
AWARD ENTRY #480
TONI STABILE STUDENT CENTER

MARBLE FAIRBANKS • A new gathering space (dubbed the "social hub") and café for Columbia University’s renowned Graduate School of Journalism uses digital fabrication techniques to tell the story of its own conception and construction. The client specifically asked for a combination of tradition and innovation that would reflect the history and mission of the school. The 9,000-square-foot remodel is spread across two floors of an original McKim, Mead & White building and a 1,000-square-foot glass addition, which includes a daylit café.

The focus of the renovation is the double-height social hub. The public spaces are highlighted by four primary surfaces whose design parameters are distinct. Marble Fairbanks defined different “performance” criteria for each that could be used to create digital patterns that relate specifically to different programmatic spaces. The design of the social hub’s ceiling is driven by “acoustical” performance; that of its west wall by “cultural” performance. The ceiling of the café takes its cues from “environmental” performance; its east façade from “dynamic” performance. The first three surfaces are metal panels whose elaboration employs digital design and fabrication techniques. For each, the designers chose appropriate images and wrote computer scripts that created perforated palimpsests of that imagery while simultaneously accommodating the surfaces’ structural, lighting, mechanical, and fire protection needs. The dynamic façade is an operable glass wall, which raises and lowers slowly, allowing access to an adjacent courtyard.

Ralph Johnson saw references to Alvar Aalto’s variegated brick walls in the undulated steel scrim s, saying, “It’s like an experimental room of textures of metal.” Jurors noted the now-ubiquitous laser cutting method of production—a trend that’s even more popular with students than practitioners. Marion Weiss summed the design up as an ethereal space, whose experience “is not to notice the thing of it, but the effect of it.” E.K.
DAKE WELLS ARCHITECTURE • This school in Exeter, Mo.—population 749—is small in comparison to others in Barry County, but it has the same programmatic requirements. Dake Wells Architecture took the need for a new gymnasium, cafeteria, and theater and created a centrally located multi-use space in what was once a courtyard between five buildings.

The walls of the distinctive interior are clad in sound absorbent tectum panels, and a wooden “wrapper”—inspired by sushi—focuses attention on the stage while diffusing the sound during performances. The stage can serve as a drama classroom—its space is acoustically isolated from the gymnasium by an insulated overhead garage door emblazoned with the school’s “Tigers” moniker.

Ellen Dunham-Jones was impressed by the response to the acoustical challenges, while Carlos Jimenez lauded the aesthetic of the folded plane.

Forced by a $2.2 million budget to be modest, the architects embraced the multi-faceted challenge with a simple solution. Aaron Betsky noted the importance of this lesson for other architects: “If you’re going to make a difference, this is how you can.” E.K.
CITATION ENTRY #822
GRADUATE AEROSPACE LABORATORIES

JOHN FRIEDMAN ALICE KIMM ARCHITECTS • Caltech's Graduate Aerospace Laboratories sought to transform its outdated, 18,000-square-foot lab building into a dynamic environment that would reflect the new modes of research going on there. In response, the architects developed formal and spatial analogies to reflect the nature of this research. Leveraging the concept of flow — how solids, liquids, and gases behave under differential pressure — the design team renovated the lobby and created new teaching and research labs, exhibition areas, conference rooms, offices, and interactive spaces. The lobby incorporates a suspended plastic ceiling articulated in response to the light sources above. One former lab houses a small museum for research artifacts, and a second-floor conference room features a sound-absorbing felt ceiling. “What I liked is that they took a series of highly worked objects and wove them around the existing structure,” Aaron Betsky said. “They let those objects define different aspects of the building and give them identity.” “I love the enthusiasm of it,” Marion Weiss said. “But I was hoping for a more rigorous variation of the playful graphic objectives they sought—some have stepped up, but others seem too much like retail architecture.” V.M.

CITATION ENTRY #417
ASU POLYTECHNIC

LAKE|FLATO ARCHITECTS • Three new academic buildings on the Arizona State University Polytechnic campus are configured around landscaped courtyards, and a series of covered walkways, building portals, and arcades strengthen the campus-wide pedestrian circulation network. Each building — constructed primarily of locally manufactured masonry, weathered corrugated-steel siding, and glass — embraces an open-air atrium, shaded by a perforated metal screen, that plays an important role in a hierarchy of interior/exterior spaces. These spaces blur the line between inside and out through their scale, sense of enclosure, and naturally tempered air. “It’s a very simple set of objects clad in different public spaces that are both places to circulate and places to hang out,” said Aaron Betsky, who thought it appropriate for the desert environment. Ellen Dunham-Jones added: “The degree of difficulty is high. Going from [the existing conditions] to a place that seems really inviting is quite a remarkable achievement.” V.M.
HONORABLE MENTIONS

ENTRIES #653, #1115

GREEN DOT, WEST ADAMS PREP HIGH SCHOOL

JOHN FRIEDMAN ALICE KIMM ARCHITECTS • On the border between a residential neighborhood and an industrial zone, the Green Dot E. 27th St. charter high schools turned two warehouses in South Los Angeles into a two-school $131 million, 77,000-square-foot campus with 50-plus classrooms and community and administrative spaces. "It has real merit," said Marion Weiss. "You're in an environment that's all about walls and somehow, in the legibility of that urban environment, the walls begin to do something entirely different."

STUDIOWORKS • Located near South Los Angeles, West Adams Prep High School is a $95 million, 290,000-square-foot campus that includes specialized facilities like a film school and performance theater in addition to classrooms and administrative space. Marion Weiss called it "raw and fresh," Carlos Jimenez appreciated its "toughness," and Ralph Johnson lauded the "refreshing and straightforward LA construction." k.g.
LIVE  WORK  PLAY  G
GRAY ORGANSCHI ARCHITECTURE • This compact, self-sufficient little building in Washington, Conn., started out as a way to rationalize a sloppy work yard on a sensitive watershed site. But what it became was a beguiling essay in the expressiveness of ordinary materials, both architectural and not, that form its exterior.

The client is a landscape maintenance company that had its materials—palettes of stone and wood, and piles of sand and mulch—strewn across its property. Environmental officials asked the company to clean the place up to protect the watershed. The result is a simple enclosed work bay with an extended canopy, inside of which is space to park a forklift and store heavy equipment. More storage space and the mechanical units are located on the basement level.

The structure is one of basic tubular and structural steel, with a bolted node-and-chord space frame supporting the roof. A bi-folding door encloses the shed. Outside, polycarbonate-paneled walls carry heavy-duty cantilevered shelving with galvanized steel-grate racks for palettes of stone, tile, and firewood. Mulch (in warm seasons) and sand (in cold) are stored beneath the canopy against walls of caged Gabion baskets, which suit the aesthetic of utility well.

Because this is a working building, it needs energy, all of which comes directly from nature. On the roof, translucent solar panels generate enough power for lighting, tools, and a heat pump—extra power is sold back to the local utility company. Heating and cooling come from a ground-source geothermal system that plunges as far as 400 feet beneath the surface.

This is one of those projects whose virtues are simple and self-evident—so much so that it took the category with little discussion. “It’s highly inventive,” said Ellen Dunham-Jones. And Aaron Betsky found himself a gem: “It really rocked my world,” he said. BRADFORD MCKEE
AWARD ENTRY #1353 TKTS

PERKINS EASTMAN ARCHITECTS • In the heart of New York City's Times Square, the new TKTS booth is a marvel of structural and material innovation and has become an instant civic magnet in one of the world's busiest public spaces. These qualities take it beyond its main purpose, which is to sell same-day discount tickets to performances on and off Broadway.

Inspired by a competition-winning scheme by Australian architect Choi Ropiha, the building was conceived as a kind of outsized vending machine—one that would generate a public brand of theater of its own. Passersby can stop to lounge upon a broad flight of lighted red glass steps that sweep upward across its roof, providing a generous, groovy perch for people-watching and taking in the excellent diverging views down Broadway and Seventh Avenue.

Most of the building's structure is made of glass, using advanced materials engineering and off-site prefabrication that allowed extremely heavy load-bearing glass wall pieces to be dropped into place during construction with minimal disruption to the building's hectic surroundings.

Also, in considering the extraordinary site, the architects employed geothermal ground-source heat and prepackaged mechanical systems to reduce the amount of heavy equipment needed to keep the building running. The heating system is energy efficient but offers a way to melt snow on the stair treads. The treads are lit 24 hours a day by the glow of red LEDs, which are expected to last seven years.

The jury members were unanimous in their praise of this project, whose inventiveness surpasses its purpose in numerous unexpected ways. "It leverages the public space of a major city," said Aaron Betsky. And Carlos Jimenez called it "tiny, but so consistent." Marion Weiss said, "It's a really productive building, and the solution is amazing." At its heart, "it's simply about signage," she remarked. "It's an inhabitable sign." B.A.M.

AWARD ENTRY #255 CATHEDRAL OF CHRIST THE LIGHT

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL • The Cathedral of Christ the Light serves as the new seat of the 500,000-parishioner-strong Roman Catholic Diocese of Oakland, Calif. The animating force of this 1,500-seat cathedral is light, a perfectly universal choice given the multicultural makeup of the diocese. Otherwise, the cathedral's composition becomes its own overarching religious symbol.

The shape of the building's footprint derives from the union of two interlocking circles, a "vesica piscis," and represents the idea of congregation. The soaring structure itself is a kind of inverted double-hulled ark resting on an austere base of concrete. (Given that the diocese's previous home was lost to the Loma Prieta earthquake, the base has been isolated to hold up during a once-in-a-millennium temblor.) Inside the nave, 26 curving Douglas fir ribs support horizontal fir louvers, framing the ocular roof and monumental end windows. The exterior is clad in a shell of green fritted-glass panels. Light diffuses in through triangular aluminum panels that baffle the petal-shaped windows at either end of the nave. And on the north end, the Omega Window has been perforated to reveal a 12th century representation of Christ copied from Chartres Cathedral in France.

Carlos Jimenez admired the cathedral's poetic form and called it "beautifully detailed," and Marion Weiss observed how "gravity-bound" the building appears. "It's very symmetrical," she added, "and, boy, has symmetry gone out of style." B.A.M.
AARON BETSKY • Betsy was appointed director of the Cincinnati Art Museum in 2006, after having spent five years as the director of the Netherlands Architecture Institute. He holds an M. Arch from Columbia University; worked for architects such as Frank Gehry and Craig Hodgetts and Hsin Ming Fung; and has written on architecture for numerous journals. Betsy served at the director of the 2008 Venice Biennale of Architecture.

ELLEN DUNHAM-JONES • Currently the director of the architecture program and an associate professor at the Georgia Institute of Technology, Dunham-Jones also is a registered architect and practiced for many years as a partner in Dunham-Jones and LeBlanc Architects. She has taught at the University of Virginia and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and served as chair of the Education Task Force of the Congress for New Urbanism from 1998 to 2001.

CARLOS JIMENEZ • After graduating from the University of Houston School of Architecture, Jimenez formed Carlos Jimenez Studio in 1982. In addition to winning honors for his practice such as The Architectural League of New York’s Young Architects award, selection for the league’s Emerging Voices lecture series, and the Chicago Athenaeum American Architecture Award, Jimenez has served as a visiting professor at universities such as Rice, Harvard, and the University of California, Los Angeles. His work has been exhibited at museums and galleries in more than 20 cities around the world.

MARION WEISS • Weiss is a founding partner with Michael Manfredi at New York–based Weiss/Manfredi, which has a focus on cultural and institutional projects that integrate architecture, art, infrastructure, and landscape design. Notable recent projects include the Seattle Art Museum Olympic Sculpture Park and a design for Taekwondo Park in Muju, Korea. Weiss also serves as the Graham Chair Professor of Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Design, and has taught at Yale and Cornell universities.

RALPH JOHNSON • Johnson is a firm-wide design director based in the Chicago office of Perkins + Will. He also serves on the firm’s board of directors. Notable projects include the Chicago O’Hare International Airport terminal building, the Los Angeles Federal Courthouse, and the 11-story Contemporaine condominium tower in Chicago. Johnson received his B. Arch from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and his M. Arch from Harvard, and worked for Stanley Tigerman & Associates, also in Chicago, before joining Perkins + Will in 1976.

Y House, Saitama, Japan
Client Motoishi and Yukio Yatabe Architect Idea Office, Los Angeles—Eric A. Kahn, Russell R. Thomsen (principals); Ron Goian, Keithgendel, Adrian Ariosa, Rinaldo Perez (project team) Associate Architect Masao Yahagi & Associates, Tokyo, Japan—Masao Yahagi (principal); Jun Nakashima, Hideaki Takenaga (project team) Structural Engineer Yoshikawa Kogyo Size 1,050 square feet Photos Toriuma Kichi
459 West 18th Street, New York
Client Level 6 Development Architect Delila Valle + Bernheimer Design, Brooklyn, N.Y.—Andrew Bernheimer (partner); Jared Delia Valle (partner-in-charge); Bercy Schellenberg (project manager); Garick Jones (project designer); Andrew Willard, Cathy Braasch, Brian Butterfield, Adam Ruedig (project team) Contractor TG Nickel Size 29,700 square feet Photos Delila Valle + Bernheimer Design; Biip Studio; Frank Oudeman
Cottage, Guilford, Conn.
Client Brooks & Suzanne Kelley Architect and Construction Manager Gray Organschi Architecture, New Haven, Conn.—Alan Organschi, Lisa Gray (principals); Kyle Bradley (project architect); Thom Sawyer (project manager) Structural Engineer Edward Stanley Engineers General Contractor Andy Fowler Size 950 square feet Photos Gray Organschi Architecture
Formosa 1140, West Hollywood, Calif.
Client Habitat Group Los Angeles Architect Lorcan O’Herlihy Architects (LOHA), Culver City, Calif.—Lorcan O’Herlihy (principal-in-charge); Katherine Williams (project manager); Kevin Tiu, Evan Brinkman, Kevin Southerland (project team) Contractor Archetype Structural Engineer Simpson Gumpertz & E בגין M/E/P Engineer Debi & Associates Civil Engineer Seaboard Engineering Co. Size 16,000 square feet Photos Lawrence Anderson
Aqua, Chicago
Jackson Homes, Houston
Developer Metropolitan Design Group Architect StudioMET, Houston—Stephen Andrews (principal-in-charge); Yoonchul You, Morgana Davis (project team) General Builder Metropolitan Design Group Size 6,894 total square feet Photos StudioMET
Urban Infill House 001 + 002, Philadelphia
Client Postgreen Architect Interface Studio Architects, Philadelphia—Brian Phillips (principal); Maya Narisaranukul
Now is a good time to invest in my team. World of Concrete seminars keep us competitive and informed to help us win new business.

- John Haines, Hyde Concrete
  Annapolis, Maryland
Accurate Partitions Corp.
Solid Plastic Partitions—The Material of Choice

- Now available in 100% post-consumer recycled material
- Ideal for low maintenance and high durability requirements
- Stays unaffected by steam or high humidity
- Stands up to commercial cleaning agents
- Textured finish hides the effects of vandalism
- Attractive color selection
- Meets ADA requirements
- 15-Year Warranty

Now with 8" Hinges
Visit accuratepartitions.com for our full line of partitions
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Fiberglass composite casement windows debut.
Pella® Impervia® adds casement- and awning-style window options in 2009 to provide more choices for architects, general contractors and building owners looking for highly durable, low-maintenance windows or doors.

Pella Impervia windows are made from Duracast®, a patented, five-layer, engineered fiberglass composite that is more durable than aluminum, offers the thermal efficiency of wood and is priced competitively with vinyl.

866-70-PELLA • pellacommercial.com
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ARCAT

ARCAT now has hundreds of data rich generic and proprietary Autodesk® Revit® BIM objects. All objects are developed on the Revit 9.1 platform, with links to ARCAT manufacturer CSI 3-Part specs, product data and green reports for that product category.
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Resource

Fire-Rated Aluminum Doors & Windows
www.aluflam-usa.com

Imagine being able to specify a fire-rated system that looks so good you wouldn’t know it’s fire-rated. Imagine the clean, rich lines of true extruded aluminum frames and large panels of clear glass. With ALUFLAM™ storefront and curtainwall systems and Glass from VETROTECH SAINT-GOBAIN, this is reality.

Contact us for further information—
714-899-3990
Email info@aluflam-usa.com
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Sheet Rubber Flooring
By Mussron Rubber Co.

Resilience, dimensional stability and endurance are natural characteristics of rubber flooring. Maintenance is minimal. Under foot comfort is excellent. Most important, it retains it’s beauty and luster for years and years under the most grueling use yet never requires waxing. It’s the ideal choice for schools, hospitals, gymnasiums, auditoriums, theaters, cafeterias or any multi-purpose area.

1-800-321-2381
www.mussronrubber.com
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GageCarve®
Gage Corporation, Int.

GageCarve is the newest addition to the Gage Vertical Surfacing program. Each sheet of GageCarve is individually crafted of .125" or .160" (3.18 - 4.06 mm) 50% pre-consumer recycled aluminum. The material is then anodized with an exterior grade finish for enhanced appearance, longevity and durability. GageCarve currently offers nine standard designs and six standard finishes.

800-786-4243
gage@centurytel.net
www.gagecorp.net
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CONTROL NOISE... efficiently & economically with Eckel's high performance acoustic panel systems

The attractive, sound-absorbing Eckoustic® Functional Panels (EFPs) provide a quick, convenient method for reducing background noise and reverberation in recreational, athletic, educational, religious, cultural, commercial, correctional, and industrial facilities. These v-ridged unit panels combine outstanding acoustic performance, durability, and easy installation, making them ideal for new construction and for renovation projects. Since the fire-resistant, graffiti-resistant EFPs are available in virtually any color desired, panels can be selected to match or contrast with a room's decor, allowing great design flexibility.

ECKEL INDUSTRIES, INC., ACOUSTIC DIV.
Cambridge, MA 02138 • Tel: 617-491-3221
e-mail: eckel@eckelusa.com
www.eckelusa.com
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Boston Valley Terra Cotta

Model 220
Model 275

City Bollard Line

FAAC now offers two versatile styles of bollards for effective traffic control and parking deterrent solutions.

• Automatic, semi-automatic and fixed versions
• Master slave capabilities
• Model 275 hydraulic version has a duty cycle of up to 5,000 cycles a day
• Finishing options to compliment surrounding architecture

Learn more at: www.faacusa.com
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Sherwin-Williams
SuperPaint® Interior

Sherwin-Williams SuperPaint Interior Latex has been enhanced with flat and satin sheens that produce less drag for easier application, and provide excellent flow, leveling and spatter control for a smoother finish.
The product also boasts better durability, washability and scrubs to resist household stains and a low-VOC formula that meets environmental standards.
1-800-321-8194
sherwin-williams.com
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Rice School of Architecture
Tenure-Track Positions for 2010-2011

Rice University invites applications and nominations for two tenure-track faculty appointments at the level of Assistant Professor. These full-time positions are available beginning Fall 2010 for outstanding candidates qualified to conduct design studios, lecture courses, and seminars at both the undergraduate and graduate level. Candidates should hold, at minimum, a Master of Architecture degree or its equivalent. Prior teaching and professional experience, a record of scholarly work, and particular focus are highly desirable. Applications will be considered until February 15, 2010. Letter of interest, curriculum vitae and list of references should be sent to:

Faculty Search Committee
School of Architecture, MS-50
Rice University
6100 Main Street
Houston, TX 77005. USA

Rice does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national or ethnic origin, age, ancestry, disability or veteran status.
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Magnet for Talent

JR Walters Resources, premier A/E/C recruiting firm, can help you grow your company and your career. Review current opportunities at www.jrwalters.com or call 269-925-3940
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<td>31</td>
<td>480</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hanoverpavers.com">www.hanoverpavers.com</a></td>
<td>800.426.4242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDI Railings</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>481</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hdirailings.com">www.hdirailings.com</a></td>
<td>717.285.4088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoComm</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>198</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ctsforav.com">www.ctsforav.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kalwall</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>484</td>
<td><a href="http://www.daylightmodeling.com">www.daylightmodeling.com</a></td>
<td>800.258.9777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminis</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>237</td>
<td><a href="http://www.luminis.com/Smart">www.luminis.com/Smart</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Industries</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>247</td>
<td><a href="http://www.majorskylights.com">www.majorskylights.com</a></td>
<td>888.759.2678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meti Span</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>208</td>
<td><a href="http://www.metispan.com">www.metispan.com</a></td>
<td>877.585.9969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Gypsum</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>435</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nationalgypsum.com">www.nationalgypsum.com</a></td>
<td>800.NATIONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichiha</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>380</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nichiha.com">www.nichiha.com</a></td>
<td>866.424.4421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens Corning</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>232, 413</td>
<td><a href="http://www.owenscorningfoam.com">www.owenscorningfoam.com</a></td>
<td>800.CET.PINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine Hall Brick</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>173</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pinehallbrick.com">www.pinehallbrick.com</a></td>
<td>800.334.8689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh Corning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>216</td>
<td><a href="http://www.possibilitiesbegin.com/energy">www.possibilitiesbegin.com/energy</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPG Industries, Inc.</td>
<td>42-43</td>
<td>46</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ppgdeasamples.com/SB70XL">www.ppgdeasamples.com/SB70XL</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rappe</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>47</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rappe.com">www.rappe.com</a></td>
<td>800.537.9527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scantor Products</td>
<td>16ab</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELUX</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>170</td>
<td><a href="http://www.seluxusa.com">www.seluxusa.com</a></td>
<td>800.735.8927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Stud</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>230</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sasma.com">www.sasma.com</a></td>
<td>630.942.6592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Association</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart Filmscreen</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>218</td>
<td><a href="http://www.stewartfilmscreen.com">www.stewartfilmscreen.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Red Cedar</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>416</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wrcla.org">www.wrcla.org</a></td>
<td>866.778.9096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World of Concrete</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World of Concrete</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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THE SEA RANCH CONDOMINIUM COMPLEX BY MOORE LYNDON TURNBULL WHITAKER WAS HAILED AS A PARADIGM OF ECOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE DESIGN—AND REMAINS SO TODAY.

SEA RANCH GREW OUT of a remarkable commitment to the 1960s cause of ecology. An enlightened land developer, Oceanic Properties, commissioned the environmentally conscious landscape architect Lawrence Halprin (who passed away last month) to plan the development of a 4,000-acre ranch near Gualala, Calif., some 115 miles north of San Francisco. A low-key second-home community was to be inserted into sheep-grazed grasslands sloping down to surfside bluffs.

As part of the sensitive program, which won a P/A citation in 1965, sites for single-family houses were supplemented by more compact condominium structures on 35 oceanfront acres. The design of this condominium cluster, intended as a model for others, was entrusted to the new firm of Moore Lyndon Turnbull Whitaker (MLTW), the first of several partnerships launched by Charles Moore. In that period of searching for alternative modernisms, MLTW's design offered a version of the Bay Area idiom that recalled old farming and mining structures.

Beneath the condominiums' angular silhouette was a modular plan with 10 units, each 24 feet square, laid out around a courtyard sheltered from the wind. Carefully placed square bays took advantage of outward views, with numerous skylights illuminating interiors.

In each unit, loft bedrooms sat atop "four-poster" constructions that created cozy shelters-within-shelters for living areas below. Unit 1 in this structure was Charles Moore's own retreat until his death in 1993.

Although no additional condominiums were built at the Sea Ranch, the iconic stature of this work endured. In 1991, it was singled out for AIA's annual Twenty-five Year Award. No history of American architecture is complete without it.
Sizeable Advantages.

Lower In-Wall Costs / Reduced Labor and Material Costs / Faster Construction
Full Range of Patterns / Colors and Sizes / Energy Efficient / Enduring Beauty and Strength / Easy Upkeep

- Belden Brick meets the specifications for ASTM C 216-06; Types FBX, FBS & FBA; Grade SW -
40% of businesses pay their cards off in full each month. Now they may have a better reason to.

According to a National Small Business Association poll, 40% of businesses with credit cards pay them off in full each month. The Plum Card* from American Express OPEN can reward them with a 1.5% early pay discount just for doing business as usual.

The savings are automatic and in addition to whatever discount you negotiate on your own. Plus the Plum Card lets you defer payment for up to 60 days, interest-free. That kind of flexibility can be useful when cash flow is less than predictable.

Does that make the Plum Card right for you? We can’t say for sure. What we can say is that all kinds of business owners are using it to get better terms — no matter who they do business with. Find out how at plumcard.com/who or call 1-866-992-PLUM.

"If I can knock off a point and a half off my bill, that’s a huge benefit over a lot of dollars."

Chris Zane
Zane’s Cycles
Member Since 2000

Is the Plum Card right for you?

Pay your balance in full within 10 days of the statement closing date and get a 1.5% discount on eligible purchases made that month. The discount will appear as a credit on the following billing statement. Pay 10% of the balance from new activity on your billing statement plus the entire amount of any previously deferred payment or amounts past due by the “Please Pay By Date” on that statement and you can extend payment on the rest until the closing date of your next billing cycle without penalty. Visit plumcard.com for details. ©2009 American Express Bank, FSB. All rights reserved.
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